Introduction
The purpose of this note is to point out a mistake in the proof of the Proposition 4.9 of [Sar18] which subsequently weakens the main results of [Sar18]-Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.10. We state and prove the weaker statements here. See Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2. Finally we provide an example where Corollary 4.10 of [Sar18] fails.
Definition 1.1. (1) Suppose X is a (proper) hyperbolic metric space and Y ⊂ X. A point ξ ∈ Λ(Y ) ⊂ ∂X is a called a conical limit point of Y if for any geodesic ray α in X such that α(∞) = ξ there is a constant D > 0 such that there is a sequence {y n } contained in N D (α) ∩ Y converging to ξ.
(2) Suppose H is a group acting on a hyperbolic metric space X by isometries. A point ξ ∈ Λ(H) is called a conical limit point of H if for any (equivalently some) x 0 ∈ X, ξ is a conical limit point of the orbit H.x 0 .
(3) The set of all conical limit points of H, denoted by Λ c (H), will be called the conical limit set of H.
Remark: The second part of the above definition makes sense for any infinite subset of the group H too. We are interested in the case where X is a Cayley graph of a Gromov hyperbolic group G on which G has the natural action and H is a subgroup of G or more generally a subset of G. The following lemma then follows as that of Lemma 1.2 of [Sar18] .
Gromov hyperbolic group. Let S be any collection of subgroups of G. We say that S has the limit set intersection property if for all H, K ∈ S we have Λ(H) ∩ Λ(K) = Λ(H ∩ K).
Definition 1.4. (Conical limit set intersection property) Suppose G is a Gromov hyperbolic group. Let S be any collection of subgroups of G. We say that S has the conical limit set intersection property if for all H, K ∈ S we have Λ c (H) ∩ Λ c (K) = Λ c (H ∩ K).
The main result
For the rest of this note we shall assume all the notation and hypotheses of the section 4 of [Sar18] . In particular we assume that G is a hyperbolic group which admits a graph of groups decomposition (G, Y ) with the QI embedded condition where all the vertex and edge groups are hyperbolic and T is the Bass-Serre tree for this graph of groups. We denote by X the space quasi-isometric to G as constructed in section 3 of [Sar18] from the graph of groups decomposition of G and Θ will denote an orbit map G → X. As noted after Corollary 3.6 of [Sar18] Θ naturally induces to a (uniform) quasi-isometry from gG v (or gG v g −1 ) to the corresponding vertex space Xṽ whereṽ = gG v for all v ∈ V (Y ) and g ∈ G. These maps will be loosely referred to as the restrictions of Θ. We note that under this map a conical limit point of gG v in ∂G will be mapped to a conical limit point of Xṽ in ∂X since Θ is a quasi-isometry.
We prove the following weaker alternative for the Theorem 4.1 of [Sar18] ; namely that the vertex groups {G v : v ∈ V (T )} satisfy the conical limit set intersection property:
Theorem 2.1. Suppose a hyperbolic group G admits a decomposition into a graph of hyperbolic groups (G, Y ) with quasi-isometrically embedded condition and suppose T is the corresponding Bass-Serre tree. Then for all
This result can be generalized to prove the corresponding analog of Corollary 4.10 of [Sar18] in the same of way as Corollary 4.10 was derived from Theorem 4.1 in [Sar18] .
Comments on the proofs of Proposition 4.9 and Theorem 4.
(1) In the first sentence of the proof of Proposition 4.9 we made the following tacit assumption which is wrong:
Suppose ξ v cannot be flowed to X w and ξ w cannot be flowed to
It could as well happen that d T (v, v 1 ) ≥ d T (v, w 1 ) although v 1 = w and w 1 = v. However, rest of the proof of that proposition is correct with this tacit assumption. The current proof shows the following weaker statement: (2) In [Sar18] the proof of Theorem 4.1 is dependent on Proposition 4.9 which is mentioned in the last fourth sentence of the second paragraph of the proof. All that stated before in that proof are independent of this erroneous proposition and the rest of the argument is also independently correct modulo this assumption. The current proof shows the following weaker result:
under the CT maps ∂X v → ∂X and ∂X w → ∂X respectively. If either ξ v can be flowed to X w or ξ w can be flowed to X v then ξ ∈ Λ(G v ∩ G w ).
Proof of Theorem 2.1:
We first prove the following two propositions.
Proposition 2.5. Suppose v, w ∈ V (T ) and ξ v ∈ ∂X v can be flowed to ξ w ∈ ∂X w . Suppose ξ ∈ ∂X is the image of both ξ v and ξ w under the CT maps ∂X v → ∂X and ∂X w → ∂X respectively. If ξ is a conical limit point of X v then ξ is a conical limit point of X w .
Note that if ξ v ∈ ∂X v can be flowed to ξ w ∈ ∂X w then by Corollary 4.5 of [Sar18] they are mapped to the same point of ∂X under the CT maps ∂X v → ∂X and ∂X w → ∂X.
Proof of the proposition:
Hence, it is enough to show that if α is a geodesic ray in X joining α(0) to ξ then there is D > 0 and an unbounded sequence of points {x n } on α v such that d(x n , α) ≤ D. This is what we prove next.
Let λ n be the portion of α v from α v (0) to α v (n). We know that the ladder B(λ n ) is uniformly quasiconvex in X (see Theorem 4.7, [Sar18] ). Hence there is a uniform quasigeodesic in X contained in B(λ n ) joining α v (0) and α v (n). Let γ n ⊂ B(λ n ) be such a quasigeodesic. Now since x n → ξ, γ n fellow travels with α for a long time for large n. Hence there is a uniform constant D 1 > 0 and a sequence of points {y n }, y n ∈ γ n for all n such that d(α v (0), y n ) → ∞, and the portion of γ n between α v (0) and y n is contained in N D1 (α). Now since ξ is a conical limit point there is a constant D 2 > 0 such that N D2 (α) ∩ X v is an infinite set. Hence, there is an unbounded sequence of points {z n } on α such that d(z n , X v ) ≤ D 2 for all n. However, for all n there is n
Suppose η 1 , η 2 ∈ ∂Xṽ are mapped to the same point η ∈ ∂X under the CT map ∂Xṽ → ∂X. If η is a conical limit point of Xṽ then η 1 = η 2 . P roof : Let ξ ∈ ∂G and ξ i ∈ ∂gG v g −1 be such that their images under the boundary maps induced by Θ and its restriction to gG v g −1 are respectively η and η i , i = 1, 2. Then the proposition follows from the second part of the Theorem A of [JKLO16] . ✷ Remark: One can give an independent proof of Proposition 2.6 in the line of the proof of Theorem 4.11 of [Mit97] using Mitra's ladders which would work for any tree of hyperbolic metric spaces with QI embedding condition. However, the proof would then be much longer.
. Let ξ i ∈ ∂G wi , i = 1, 2 be such that they both map to ξ under the CT maps ∂G wi → ∂G. Let η ∈ ∂X and η i ∈ ∂X wi be the images of ξ, ξ 1 , ξ 2 respectively under the image of Θ and its restrictions to G w1 and G w2 respectively. Clearly η i maps to η under the CT maps ∂X wi → ∂X, i = 1, 2. Hence, by Proposition 2.3 there is a vertex w ∈ [w 1 , w 2 ] such that both η i can be flowed to X w . Let the flowed images be η ′ i ∈ ∂X w respectively. Then η ′ i 's also map to η under the CT map ∂X w → ∂X by Corollary 4.5 of [Sar18] . By Lemma 1.2 η is a conical limit point of X wi , i = 1, 2. Then by Proposition 2.5 η is a conical limit point of X w . It follows by Proposition 2.6 that η ′ 1 = η ′ 2 . Therefore, η 1 can be flowed to η 2 ∈ ∂X w2 . Hence we are done by Theorem 2.4. ✷ Example 2.7. We now give an example contradicting the conclusion of the Corollary 4.10 of [Sar18] . Suppose F is a free group on six generators, F =< a, b, c, x, y, z >. Let H =< a, b, c >, K =< x, y, z >. Suppose φ is a hyperbolic automorphism of F such that φ(H) = H and φ(K) = K. Let G be the semidirect product of F and Z =< φ > for the natural action of Z on F. Let H 1 =< H, φ > and K 1 =< K, φ >. Then H 1 , K 1 are both hyperbolic. (It is not difficult to see that H 1 , K 1 are quasiconvex subgroups of G.) However, lim n→∞ φ n ∈ ∂G is a limit point of both H and K which are quasiconvex in F although by construction H ∩ K = (1).
Remark: One needs to exlpore Λ(G
v ) ∩ Λ(G w ) \ Λ c (G v ∩ G w ).
